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Clue 6

Ok, we are ready to put some more units together and work on some setting triangles. (If 
you were paying attention there….you will have noticed I said setting triangles and then 
you know we will be setting this quilt on point!!)

Part A:
Firstly, let’s use clue 4 DARK/MEDIUM flying geese, making sure they measure 2-1/2” x 
4-1/2”. We will add a light rectangle to the long dark side, making our units measure a 
4-1/2” square today. Using the chart to cut your rectangles, sew these units together to 
look like this:

Press toward the light please. You should have no flying dark/medium geese left over now.

Part B
Secondly, let’s use the clue 4 DARK/LIGHT flying geese, again measuring 2-1/2”x4-1/2”  
and the clue 3 “modified” flying geese to accomplish units that look like this:

Lap Twin Queen/King

Light 2-1/2” strips 1 3 6

- 4-1/2” units 8 24 48
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Please press these toward the dark/light flying geese. You should have no leftover units 
after this is finished and your part B units should also measure 4-1/2” square TODAY. 

You should have the total number of units listed below.

NOW, for those setting triangles…
Remember those clue 4 DARK/MEDIUM flying geese?? Well, we are going to make a few 
more of those…exactly like we did in clue 4.

Let’s use your favourite method to complete dark body/medium wing flying geese that 
measure 2-1/2” x 4-1/2” TODAY!    

Options:
No Waste Flying Geese: Cut (4) MEDIUM 2-7/8” and  (1) 5-1/4” DARK square for each 
FOUR flying geese you need.

With rulers:  From 2-1/2” DARK strips cut (1) companion angle and from 2-1/2” strips cut 
(2) easy angle for EACH flying goose you need.

No special rulers: Cut (1) 4-1/2” x 2-1/2” DARK strip and (2) 2-1/2” MEDIUM squares for 
the corners, draw a diagonal line on your medium, sew on that line and trim to have bonus 
triangles. 
OR cut a 5-1/4” square on both diagonals for FOUR bodies and (1) 2-7/8” square cut on 
ONE diagonal for ONE SET of wings, hence for every 5-1/4” square you will need 
FOUR 2-7/8” squares.

You will need:

These flying geese will need to measure 2-1/2” x 4-1/2” today.

Let’s go ahead and complete these as well. Cut (1) 2-1/2” x 
4-1/2” LIGHT rectangle, and complete exactly like the above 
flying geese/rectangle units in Part A. You will have 24 (lap), 
32 (twin), OR 40 (queen/king) 4-1/2” square units now.

Lap Twin Queen/King

Part A Total Units 8 24 48

Part B Total Units 40 56 72

Lap Twin Queen/King

Total DARK/MEDIUM 
Flying Geese

24 32 40
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